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"Dr. Hisham’s 4D leadership is a fascinating book. He understands clearly what it takes to succeed and is a
guiding light for others. Awareness is key and applying the principles shared in this book will open the door
to your successful life.” -Bob Proctor, Best selling Author of You Were Born Rich & Star of THE SECRET.
“Dr. Hisham has created a brilliant piece of work with his 4D Leadership book. His pragmatic wisdom will
take you from where you are now to a higher level of excellence, which could have you experiencing greater
fulfillment in all areas of your life. A must-read!" - Peggy McColl, New York Times best-selling author of
Your Destiny Switch
This is real life experiential book, inviting you to an epic quest of discovery and adventure into the mystery
of your soul, to unravel your ultimate goal.
It’s a toolbox and a story of struggle before glory. It relates to everyone alive today, contributing to our
joined future reality.
Reality is our collective mindful decision to interact with our awareness. The outcomes of that interaction
create our manifested experience. This is how Magic becomes Logic.
Dr. Hisham says: ”I have a dream to evolve unity through our magnificent diversity. We are unique but also
interconnected, interwoven and interdependent in every way. So together we must play.”
This dream for us to unite can only happen if WE all appreciate and accentuate the powerful activity that is
the Conscious Mind. Through that increased awareness, we create more relevant knowledge, which we can
then share by telling our stories in different ways.
Then we can LEAD better and better lives, together.
To do any of this and evolve, we first have to update our paradigms and get out of our box. Then help others
do the same, thus leading and mentoring each other to greatness, during our journey through the 4th
dimension of time.
The essence of true leadership is to serve, while accepting the rewards you deserve.
This book is a tool that inspires and practically teaches people simply and clearly how to do and be their best
at everything they do, by learning the steps necessary to overcome fear and build their own influence
network.
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From reader reviews:

Leticia Brewster:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be change about what going on or facts even knowledge
to make these keep up with the era which can be always change and make progress. Some of you maybe will
probably update themselves by reading through books. It is a good choice to suit your needs but the problems
coming to a person is you don't know which one you should start with. This 4D Leadership is our
recommendation to help you keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and want in
this era.

Tim Walton:

Do you one among people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained inside the straightway, hold on
guys this particular aren't like that. This 4D Leadership book is readable simply by you who hate those
straight word style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience
without leaving also decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer of 4D Leadership
content conveys the idea easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in
the information but it just different by means of it. So , do you even now thinking 4D Leadership is not
loveable to be your top list reading book?

Willie Grajeda:

This book untitled 4D Leadership to be one of several books which best seller in this year, this is because
when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy this book in the book
retailer or you can order it via online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It makes you easier to
read this book, since you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no reason to your
account to past this guide from your list.

Harold Karr:

Some people said that they feel weary when they reading a e-book. They are directly felt this when they get a
half portions of the book. You can choose typically the book 4D Leadership to make your personal reading is
interesting. Your personal skill of reading expertise is developing when you such as reading. Try to choose
very simple book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the sensation about book and studying especially. It
is to be 1st opinion for you to like to start a book and examine it. Beside that the book 4D Leadership can to
be your new friend when you're truly feel alone and confuse with what must you're doing of these time.
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